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Polish gold train hunter encounters unexpected treasure (25)
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17 March 2019, Poland, Walbrzych: A metal detector stands in a corner of the house of the building contractor Piotr Koper. The businessman is largely responsible for the search for a hidden tunnel system and the so-called "gold train" from the Nazi era in the town of Walbrzych in Poland. (to dpa "Polish gold train hunter encounters unexpected treasure") Photo: Gregor Fischer/dpa
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17 March 2019, Poland, Walbrzych: Piotr Koper, a building contractor, stands in the ballroom of the Palac Struga (Adelsbach Castle), pointing to exposed centuries-old paintings of Bohemian and Roman-German rulers. During the reconstruction of the castle, the workers discovered the unusual Renaissance murals of rulers of different eras behind several layers of plaster and paint. (to dpa "Polish gold train hunter encounters unexpected treasure") Photo: Gregor Fischer/dpa
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17 March 2019, Poland, Walbrzych: Piotr Koper, contractor and treasure hunter, walks through a forest with a metal detector. The businessman is largely responsible for the search for a hidden tunnel system and the so-called "gold train" from the Nazi era in the town of Walbrzych in Poland. (to dpa "Polish gold train hunter encounters unexpected treasure") Photo: Gregor Fischer/dpa
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17 March 2019, Poland, Walbrzych: Piotr Koper, contractor and treasure hunter, stands on a tree stump in a wood near his apartment. The businessman is largely responsible for the search for a hidden tunnel system and the so-called "gold train" from the Nazi era in the town of Walbrzych in Poland. (to dpa "Polish gold train hunter encounters unexpected treasure") Photo: Gregor Fischer/dpa
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17 March 2019, Poland, Walbrzych: Piotr Koper, contractor and treasure hunter, walks through a forest with a metal detector. The businessman is largely responsible for the search for a hidden tunnel system and the so-called "gold train" from the Nazi era in the town of Walbrzych in Poland. (to dpa "Polish gold train hunter encounters unexpected treasure") Photo: Gregor Fischer/dpa
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17 March 2019, Poland, Walbrzych: Piotr Koper, contractor and treasure hunter, shows in his apartment the results of an electromagnetic investigation of the city of Walbrzych. The businessman is largely responsible for the search for a hidden tunnel system and the so-called "gold train" from the Nazi era in the town of Walbrzych in Poland. (to dpa "Polish gold train hunter encounters unexpected treasure") Photo: Gregor Fischer/dpa
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17 March 2019, Poland, Walbrzych: Krzysztof Wieczorek, entrepreneur and owner of Palac Struga (Adelsbach Castle), shows hidden murals behind a layer of plaster from the time of the Polish People's Republic. After Wieczorek bought the chateau and started renovating it, the builders discovered well-preserved paintings and extremely rare ceiling constructions on many walls. (to dpa "Polish gold train hunter encounters unexpected treasure") Photo: Gregor Fischer/dpa
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17 March 2019, Poland, Walbrzych: Piotr Koper, a building contractor, stands in the ballroom of the Palac Struga (Adelsbach Castle) next to a ladder in front of exposed centuries-old paintings of Bohemian and Roman-German rulers. During the reconstruction of the castle, the workers discovered the unusual Renaissance murals of rulers of different eras behind several layers of plaster and paint. (to dpa "Polish gold train hunter encounters unexpected treasure") Photo: Gregor Fischer/dpa
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dpatop - 17 March 2019, Poland, Walbrzych: Piotr Koper, a building contractor and treasure hunter, stands in a forest near his car and prepares his equipment for the treasure hunt. The businessman is largely responsible for the search for a hidden tunnel system and the so-called "gold train" from the Nazi era in the town of Walbrzych in Poland. (to dpa "Polish gold train hunter encounters unexpected treasure") Photo: Gregor Fischer/dpa
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17 March 2019, Poland, Walbrzych: Piotr Koper, contractor, stands in the ballroom of the Palac Struga (Adelsbach Castle) under the remains of the rescued dome. During the reconstruction of the castle, the workers discovered the unusual Renaissance murals of rulers of different eras behind several layers of plaster and paint. (to dpa "Polish gold train hunter encounters unexpected treasure") Photo: Gregor Fischer/dpa
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17 March 2019, Poland, Walbrzych: The Palac Struga (Adelsbach Castle). During the restoration of the castle, the workers under the direction of Piotr Koper discovered unusual Renaissance murals by rulers of different eras behind several layers of plaster and paint. (to dpa "Polish gold train hunter encounters unexpected treasure") Photo: Gregor Fischer/dpa
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17 March 2019, Poland, Walbrzych: Interior view of a cloister in Palac Struga (Adelsbach Castle). During the restoration of the castle, the workers under the direction of Piotr Koper discovered unusual Renaissance murals by rulers of different eras behind several layers of plaster and paint. (to dpa "Polish gold train hunter encounters unexpected treasure") Photo: Gregor Fischer/dpa
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17 March 2019, Poland, Walbrzych: Piotr Koper, a building contractor, stands on a ladder in the ballroom of the Palac Struga (Adelsbach Castle) and points to exposed centuries-old paintings by Bohemian and Roman-German rulers. During the reconstruction of the castle, the workers discovered the unusual Renaissance murals of rulers of different eras behind several layers of plaster and paint. (to dpa "Polish gold train hunter encounters unexpected treasure") Photo: Gregor Fischer/dpa
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17 March 2019, Poland, Walbrzych: Piotr Koper, contractor and treasure hunter, walks through a forest with a metal detector. The businessman is largely responsible for the search for a hidden tunnel system and the so-called "gold train" from the Nazi era in the town of Walbrzych in Poland. (to dpa "Polish gold train hunter encounters unexpected treasure") Photo: Gregor Fischer/dpa
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17 March 2019, Poland, Walbrzych: Piotr Koper, contractor and treasure hunter, walks through a forest with a metal detector. The businessman is largely responsible for the search for a hidden tunnel system and the so-called "gold train" from the Nazi era in the town of Walbrzych in Poland. (to dpa "Polish gold train hunter encounters unexpected treasure") Photo: Gregor Fischer/dpa
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17 March 2019, Poland, Walbrzych: Piotr Koper, building contractor, stands in the inner courtyard of Palac Struga (Adelsbach Castle). During the reconstruction of the castle, the workers discovered the unusual Renaissance murals of rulers of different eras behind several layers of plaster and paint. (to dpa "Polish gold train hunter encounters unexpected treasure") Photo: Gregor Fischer/dpa
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17 March 2019, Poland, Walbrzych: Piotr Koper, contractor, climbs a staircase in the courtyard of the Palac Struga (Adelsbach Castle). During the reconstruction of the castle, the workers discovered the unusual Renaissance murals of rulers of different eras behind several layers of plaster and paint. (to dpa "Polish gold train hunter encounters unexpected treasure") Photo: Gregor Fischer/dpa
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17 March 2019, Poland, Walbrzych: Piotr Koper, contractor and treasure hunter, packs up a metal detector in his apartment. The businessman is largely responsible for the search for a hidden tunnel system and the so-called "gold train" from the Nazi era in the town of Walbrzych in Poland. (to dpa "Polish gold train hunter encounters unexpected treasure") Photo: Gregor Fischer/dpa
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17 March 2019, Poland, Walbrzych: Piotr Koper, building contractor, stands in the inner courtyard of Palac Struga (Adelsbach Castle). During the reconstruction of the castle, under the direction of Koper, the workers discovered unusual Renaissance murals of rulers of different eras behind several layers of plaster and paint. (to dpa "Polish gold train hunter encounters unexpected treasure") Photo: Gregor Fischer/dpa
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17 March 2019, Poland, Walbrzych: Piotr Koper, a building contractor and treasure hunter, stands in a forest near his car and prepares his equipment for the treasure hunt. The businessman is largely responsible for the search for a hidden tunnel system and the so-called "gold train" from the Nazi era in the town of Walbrzych in Poland. (to dpa "Polish gold train hunter encounters unexpected treasure") Photo: Gregor Fischer/dpa
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17 March 2019, Poland, Walbrzych: Piotr Koper, contractor, stands in a door frame in the Palac Struga (Adelsbach Castle). During the reconstruction of the castle, the workers discovered the unusual Renaissance murals of rulers of different eras behind several layers of plaster and paint. (to dpa "Polish gold train hunter encounters unexpected treasure") Photo: Gregor Fischer/dpa
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17 March 2019, Poland, Walbrzych: Piotr Koper, building contractor, stands in the ballroom of the Palac Struga (Adelsbach Castle) in a sunbeam. During the reconstruction of the castle, under the direction of Koper, the workers discovered unusual Renaissance murals of rulers of different eras behind several layers of plaster and paint. (to dpa "Polish gold train hunter encounters unexpected treasure") Photo: Gregor Fischer/dpa
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17 March 2019, Poland, Walbrzych: Piotr Koper, contractor, stands in the ballroom of the Palac Struga (Adelsbach Castle) under the remains of the rescued dome. During the reconstruction of the castle, the workers discovered the unusual Renaissance murals of rulers of different eras behind several layers of plaster and paint. (to dpa "Polish gold train hunter encounters unexpected treasure") Photo: Gregor Fischer/dpa
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17 March 2019, Poland, Walbrzych: Piotr Koper, a building contractor, stands in the ballroom of the Palac Struga (Adelsbach Castle) on a ladder in front of uncovered centuries-old paintings of Bohemian and Roman-German rulers. During the reconstruction of the castle, the workers discovered the unusual Renaissance murals of rulers of different eras behind several layers of plaster and paint. (to dpa "Polish gold train hunter encounters unexpected treasure") Photo: Gregor Fischer/dpa
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17 March 2019, Poland, Walbrzych: Piotr Koper, a building contractor, stands in the ballroom of the Palac Struga (Adelsbach Castle) on a ladder in front of uncovered centuries-old paintings of Bohemian and Roman-German rulers. During the reconstruction of the castle, the workers discovered the unusual Renaissance murals of rulers of different eras behind several layers of plaster and paint. (to dpa "Polish gold train hunter encounters unexpected treasure") Photo: Gregor Fischer/dpa
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